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How to Sell to each Talent Dynamic Profile
the way they like to Buy
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Profile Energy

DYNAMO

Do’s… Don’ts…

•Move quickly, get them to a 
point of being able to make a 
decision fast.
•Give them key facts and 
how its relevant to their 
plans and future
•Be quick to show them the 
value. Use pictures and 
graphs to convey data so 
they get it fast.

•Give them too much time 
to make a decision
•Give detailed, long
presentations that loose 
their attention.
•Forget they are usually 
ahead of the market
•If you loose their attention 
you loose their business.

DYNAMO
BLAZE

•Inspire with a big vision
•Ask who else should be 
involved in the decision?
•Give them the spotlight, 
make it all about them!
•Keep things interesting, 
change location of meetings, 
they love variety.
• In order to sell them they 
will want to look you in the 
eye, face to face to trust you.

• Give long deadlines for 
decision making
• Forget to smile at them 
and build rapport
• Keep them in the dark
• Give them lots of details to 
read or proposals.
• Try and communicate 
everything through e-mails 
or in writing.
• Let them get distracted as 
they have a short attention 
span.

BLAZE

• Invest time to build high 
trust with them
• Focus on rapport and a 
relationship before business.
• Value their values.
• Invest time with them to 
understand their concerns.
• Be clear about how your 
product benefits people in 
their business.

• Ignore need for face to 
face contact time
• Assume their silence is 
their agreement with what 
you are suggesting
• Give them the planning to 
do, give them the plan 
implement.
• Forget they can be people 
pleasers and have a 
challenge saying “no”.

BLAZE
TEMPO

• Listen to them more than 
talk during meetings.
• Provide structure and clear 
timings for next steps in the 
sale.
• Be prepared to negotiate as 
they love a great deal!
• See if you have contacts or 
customers in common to build 
faster trust.
• Let them talk through your 
proposal and ask lots of 
questions.

• Rush them, they will not 
buy until they see the 
“perfect” deal for them.
• Present your product with 
too much data in
Spreadsheets.
• Forget they will go out to 
their Network and ask for 
feedback on your and your 
company.
• Rush them to make an on 
the spot decision.

How to Sell to each Talent Dynamics Sales Profile
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Profile Energy

TEMPO

Do’s… Don’ts…

• Move at their pace and 
follow a step by step plan so 
they know where they are in 
the process.
• Show them how your 
product or service solves 
problems or pains they have 
right now, today.
• Demonstrate your post 
sale support and team.
•Give them the same terms 
and deal as others.
• Deliver on all your
promises made, verbally or 
in writing. 

• Put them under pressure to 
make a decision on the day as 
it destroys trust with them.
• Talk at them quickly
• Over run in meetings as 
they will have allocated their 
time and hate being late or 
over running.
•Try and sell them on 
benefits 12 months plus the 
future as they live in the 
present.
• Be afraid to let them talk to 
other customers.

TEMPO
STEEL

• Provide relevant
information for them to 
review and research.
• Take things slowly and 
answer all their questions.
• They’ll have done lots of 
research on you, your 
company and your
competitors.
• Arrive on time and finish 
when planned.

• Rush them into making a 
quicker decision that they 
feel comfortable with as it 
created buyers remorse and 
lost sales.
• Waste their time with lots 
of social “chit chat”.
• Be too impulsive or 
unstructured in meetings.
• Be overly friendly or to 
social with them as it’s not 
their comfort zone.

STEEL

• Provide lots of detail, data 
and proof of results.
• Deliver a structured 
presentation and meeting
• Provide an agenda and 
stick to it as they like efficacy 
and it build trust.
• Tell them about product 
Guarantees and Service 
Level Agreements to reduce 
their risk.
• Focus on their Return on 
Investment.

• Be offended by their direct 
approach
• Forget they act on fact, not 
enough facts no decision on 
your offer.
• Waste their time, energy 
or money, as you’ll not get a 
second chance.
• Expect small talk, they like 
to get straight to the point.
• Expect referrals as they 
have limited networks. 

STEEL
DYNAMO

• Provide lots of product 
information and services
• Expect lots of questions 
and suggestion on how it 
could be better!
• Prepare to demonstrate 
how your product will ‘fix’ or 
improve something they 
already have.
• Send them technical 
information if relevant.

• Misunderstand their need 
for information as criticism.
• Underprepare, they will 
want to know everything and 
if you can’t answer it destroys 
their trust.
• Forget to give them clear 
timelines for next steps.
• Let them overcomplicate 
things, as they love to 
procrastinate for perfection.

How to Buy and Sell to each Talent Dynamics Profile
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Amanda Downs
TheSalesExpert.co.uk

“The power of Talent and Sales Dynamics is that it brings 
a high level of trust to a team so everybody understands 
their part to play in building the lifetime value of a 
customer. It’s helps sales people and teams realise where 
they add the most value in a sales process and how to 
connect to the buying energy of their customers. I see it 
as a secret selling tool that every business should be 
tapping into if they want to create a high trust selling 
culture.”

Graham Brown (MD)
Forces Recruitment

Sheena Marsh (MD)
Oxford Garden Design

Ken West
Director Of Education, 365 Salon Success

“We started using Talent Dynamics on our sales team 
and it soon made me realise why sometimes I struggled 
with their results. I was regularly trying to have them sell 
how I wanted them to in their roles and not where their 
natural talents would add the most value to customers. 
Once I discovered their true strengths I could finally put 
the right people in the right roles and grow our sales. The 
investment in Talent Dynamics pays for itself many 
times over, saving you time and energy whilst resulting in 
a far more productive and happy team.”

“After listening to Paul speak and taking the Talent 
Dynamic profile I decided to step up and do the certifica-
tion course. Since then I’ve coaching my own team 
through their profiles and we’ve exceeded our targets for 
the last 3 month. The profiling has really helped 
everybody to understand each other as well as how to 
sell to our customers buying energies. I feel more in flow 
as a leader and it’s showing in our results.”

“Since we trained our Sales Team in Sales Dynamics and 
High Trust Selling the results have been significant. We 
have had our best month ever, plus our team has made 
our biggest ever sale! These results show you how   
powerful“

If you are an Entrepreneur, Sales Manger or Sales Person and found this quick 

guide of value, and would like to take the next step then visit:

www.TeamDynamics.com/offer and save £200 on a personal Leadership Profile and 

Debrief with one of our highly Trained Coaches. 

Or call 01869 28900 and talk to our friendly team who will be happy to answer your 

questions.


